
While all offices keep tabs on the money coming
in, too many give too little attention to the source of
that money – the billing department.
“Rarely ever is it luck” that makes an office suc-

cessful, says financial consultant JERRIE K.
WEITH, FHFMA , director of health care services at
Anders, Minkler & Diehl in St. Louis.
The practices that do well are the ones that keep

tabs on the entire revenue cycle, get claims filed fast,
and “have everything in place” so unnecessary mis-
takes don’t hold up the revenue.

searching out the culprits
The main tenet of good collections is that the

billing cycle has to be as short as possible. “The
shorter the cycle, the faster the cash.”
Yet many offices don’t recognize the items that are

holding it up. Weith gives these examples of common
money delayers:
• Inattention to the details. And sometimes those

details are surprising, she says. One client office had
applied for its physicians’ Medicare credentials incor-
rectly. It was getting paid but was billing fraudulently
and had to stop the billing while the credentials were
straightened out. In the meantime, the Medicare rev-
enue came to a halt.
• Failure to take full advantage of electronic claims

filing. Some offices don’t submit electronic claims to
all the payers that accept them.
• Lack of procedures for following up on denied or

postponed EOBs. If the insurance doesn’t provide suf-
ficient coverage, the office needs to shift the account
immediately to self-pay and send out a bill. Or if the
EOB says the insurance is invalid, staff need to verify
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Dear Readers:
Two important items come with this issue.
The first is a PQRI Primer on pages 5-9. It

explains everything you need to know about qual-
ity coding. We hope it answers all your ques-
tions, but if it doesn’t, you know where to call!
The second item is our annual survey asking

what information you need and what you want to
read about.
On the back of the survey, we ask what you’re

doing to make your job easier. We often use your
thoughts for our “This Month’s Idea” column,
and we find that the simplest thoughts often make
the greatest improvements.
I look forward to hearing from you. If you have

questions, just call me at 404/367-1991.
Susan Crawford, Editor



this month’s
idea

With before and after photos,
it’s easy to introduce changes
A Seattle manager makes change more pleasant for everybody by

illustrating the benefits – literally. She takes before and after pho-
tographs and shows them to staff.

STEFANIE OLSON started her photo shoots more than a year
ago when she became practice manager for endocrinologists Robert
Kanter MD and Nancy Niles MD.
The practice was more than 20 years old, and over time things had

settled into many disorganized areas. And many staffers had been
there long enough to be used to the disorganization.
So without telling anybody, Olson took pictures of the entire

office. Then she set about improving areas one by one. And as each
area was completed, she took a follow-up picture and showed the
befores and afters at the next staff meeting.
Introducing the changes was not easy. When she told staff about

the first one, some said it wouldn’t work and others said it was
unnecessary. But when the job was done and the pictures showed the
difference that was made, they started to soften.
At the front desk, for example, Olson photographed what patients

saw – telephones and tangled wires and the backs of computers plus
a work area where three staffers were sitting in undefined areas clut-
tered with papers, family pictures, and stuffed animals.
Olson gave the staffers wireless headsets, moved the records to

another area, repositioned the desks, added a few shelves and organiz-
ers, and asked the staffers to limit the personal desk items to one
photo “because patients can see their desks.”
When the job was done, out came the pictures and staff “couldn’t

help but be awed by it,” she says.
Another change was to organize the exam rooms so all the items

and patient forms are in the same order.
There were pictures too of a file drawer where the patient hand-

outs were jumbled together so that finding anything was a fishing
expedition. Looking at the pictures, staff realized how easy the draw-
er now is to use.
Everybody has come to like the changes, she says. Now when she

introduces one, “nobody will start without the before pictures,”
though she doesn’t show the pictures until the project is complete.
And she adds that “some staff have even done the same with their

husbands.” When they want the garage cleaned out, for example,
they take before and after shots.
If your office has set up a system that makes managing easier,

MOM would like to write about it. Contact the Editor, Medical
Office Manager, P.O. Box 52843, Atlanta, GA 30355. Telephone
404/367-1991 and fax 404/367-1995. We pay $100 for every idea we
write about in this column.
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page 3) (continued from page 1)
the data and, if necessary, make the account self-pay.
Without enforced procedures, she says, it’s not uncom-
mon to see those EOBs “just sitting in a drawer.”
• Delayed work on unpaid EOBs. Just as damaging

as a lack of EOB follow-up procedures is the failure to
give one person the responsibility of seeing that those
procedures are done on time.
In one client office, she says, no staffer was

assigned to work the unpaid EOBs, and the job had
gone undone for a full year as a result. The office had
lost money because on many claims the appeal time
had run out.
An unpaid claim should never sit idle longer than

one week, because the appeal time can be as little as
60 days. And one week “is generous.” Wait till two
weeks before deadline and invariably “the only doctor
who can add a diagnosis code or explain the medical
necessity is on vacation.”
• Lack of an audit trail. Keep the communication

with the payer documented in the practice management
system. Note the date and amount of every payment or
denial or whatever and document how the office
responds.
With that, the office can always see what’s been

done when and what remains to be done.
Then if a payer says a claim wasn’t filed on time,

the office has a record of when the filing was done and
can attach that to the appeal. Or if there’s a question
of medical necessity and the chart has to be set aside
while it’s determined, staff know when to take up the
matter again.
• Not using the practice management system fully.

A good system has all the reporting and tracking tools
the office needs, yet most offices use only half of the
capabilities “because nobody knows how to ring the
bells and blow the whistles.”
• Not keeping track of the time involved from the

time the patient comes in until the charges are billed.
“Nobody can pay until the office sends a bill,” Weith
says.
For most claims, charges should be entered within

24 hours. There are, of course, unavoidable hold-ups
such as having to wait for dictation. But for most ser-
vices, if the doctor clears all the encounter forms by
the end of the day, 24 hours is doable. And often the
charges can be entered the same day.
Yet in some offices charge tickets get held until a

staffer “thinks there are enough to bother entering
them.” Or they stay in a drawer for two or three weeks
because a staffer is too busy to get to them.
In addition, managers need to recognize that the

length of the billing cycle “is triggered by the front
desk.” If the billing staff have to correct the data the
front desk gathers or have to enter that information by
hand, the cycle is lengthened and the cash doesn’t

come in.

some necessary reports
Successful billing starts with regular – and basic –

reports, add two more billing consultants. They are
TAMMY LENHART, CPC, CCP , who special-
izes in optimizing billing and collections procedures
for A+ Medical Billing Services Inc. in Morehead
City, NC, and LINDA JARVIS , a consultant with
the firm.
The first report should be the unpaid claims, Jarvis

says. Claims should not be more than 60 days old,
“and in most cases, no more than 30 days.” On aver-
age, all the claims should be paid within 45 days. And
at 60 days, every claim needs to come under immediate
scrutiny to identify the holdup.
The next report is the outstanding claims by payer.

If a substantial number are attributed to one payer,
often it’s the office that’s at fault, she says. Staff
could be leaving out information. Or the problem
could be nothing more than “not putting something in
the correct box.”
Another report should show the amount of money

outstanding. For some specialties such as orthopedics,
that amount will be large because cases are in litiga-
tion. But for most offices, pending money should
come to no more than 10% to 15% of the annual rev-
enue.
Yet one more report is the office’s collection ratio,

or the percentage of charges that are getting paid,
including the patient-pay amount. For both commer-
cial payers and Medicare, that ratio should be “no less
than 90%.” Better is 93%, and even a ratio as high as
97% is achievable.
The manager “has to be diligent” about looking at

the reports every month and singling out the prob-
lems, she says. If the reports show that Medicare “has-
n’t paid a dime in three weeks,” the manager needs to
find out immediatly what’s wrong with the claims.

some overall revenue improvers
Past the billing department, search out the seeming-

ly unrelated elements that are hurting the revenues.
Lenhart lists five points to watch.
First, get rid of the no-shows. All a doctor has to

sell is time, and a gap in the schedule is a no-sale.
Schedule so that there are overlaps and thus no

blank time spots. Charge a fee for missed appoint-
ments. And for the constant no-shows think seriously
about dismissals.
Second, get up-front payments. Collect the copays

while the patients are there, and then go further and
collect the deductibles as well. The office knows the
deductible amounts for Medicare and the larger payers.
For others, the amount is on the insurance card or can
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be found in the eligibility and claim information on
the payer website.
Third, take advantage of more components of the

practice management software. Often left unused are
simple but valuable things that identify the oh-my-
gosh errors that should never happen.
In one office, for example, “the big issue was miss-

ing tickets.” And what the office found was that
patients were walking out with their encounter forms
even though the system was capable of producing
missing-ticket reports. The office wasn’t using that
capability.
Fourth, keep a balance in the types of patients the

office is seeing. If 85% of the census is Medicare, it’s
likely time to stop accepting new Medicare patients
and focus on other payers and services.
Fifth, analyze the fee amounts for each payer and

ask for reimbursement increases. Offices get busy and
neglect that. Her company found one client office that
had not asked for a fee evaluation from one payer in
20 years.
If the office is the only specialty in the area or is a

large multispecialty group or treats a large number of
the payer’s insureds, there’s good negotiation poten-
tial.
She adds that payers usually ask offices to submit

their fee requirements, and managers “should do that
without hesitation.” A payer will often come back
with something the office can live with.
And if it doesn’t, there’s at least the opportunity to

drop the contract.

getting the most from staff
Further revenue problems come from inexperienced

billing staffers, Jarvis says.
Many offices hire people with little billing experi-

ence and then provide no real training or outside educa-
tion.
For a new staffer “there’s a tremendous learning

curve.” An inexperienced biller can get overwhelmed
with the work “and be afraid to ask for help for fear of
losing the job” to the point that the work backs up
and claims start getting stashed in the desk.
Her advice is to hire only people with coding expe-

rience, and preferably certified coders.
It’s possible to start with someone who has graduat-

ed from a medical assistant program with emphasis on
business office, but that’s the minimum. By itself,
“it’s not enough training to do the job.”
The pool of experienced billing personnel is admit-

tedly limited, Lenhart says, yet even two years’ experi-
ence is not sufficient. Her recommendation is to keep
searching and hire people with no less than 10 years’
experience.
Weith adds that when a new practice starts up, it has

to hire the most experienced billers available because

there’s no money coming in until the bills start going
out.
She finds, however, that an established practice with

more than one billing staffer can afford to hire less
experienced people because it has the time to train
them and teach them one piece of the cycle at a time.
Also, she says, “invest and reinvest in the staff.”

Send them “to every seminar available” on coding,
Medicare, Medicaid, and Blue Cross. Just because
someone is a great biller doesn’t mean that staffer
understands everything that happens with Medicare and
how it affects the office.
Within the office, make full use of the Internet. The

individual payer websites carry a tremendous amount
of billing information, and all the Medicare instruc-
tions are there as well.
Along with the training, she says, the department

manager needs to network with other billing managers
to find out how their offices operate and to get ideas
for improvements.
It’s an expensive mistake to rely on a biller who

isn’t aware of current policies and coding issues or
payer requirements or the ins and outs of clearing
houses.

one more word of advice
Finally, Weith advises that managers know when to

get the physician involved in the billing.
Suppose a payer continuously denies a claim that

others are paying. The doctor will be far more success-
ful than a staffer in getting an appointment with the
payer’s medical director to explain that “there is no
medical reason for this recurrent denial, and other pay-
ers don’t do this.”
In addition, draw up a standard letter for each type of

appeal so the office can fill in the blanks and the
physician has to do no more than sign the letter. A
physician’s signature on a letter “is far more impres-
sive” than a billing clerk’s.
�

by john
chase



what is quality coding?
Quality coding is a way for Medicare to pay for per-

formance.
Instead of paying all doctors essentially the same

for individual procedures, the new system will make it
possible to pay more to those who take extra steps to
ensure the quality of their services.
It’s a way to save money.
Speculation is that in the very near future, Medicare

will pay only a low basic rate for each procedure and
doctors will have to add quality codes to get the full
reimbursement amount.
Some commercial payers are looking at doing the

same, and some already have quality programs in the
works.
Quality coding right now is optional. But beware:

Medicare is giving strong indications that it will soon
be mandatory. Medicare has said flatly that it wants to
move from paying doctors for the services they pro-
vide to paying them for the quality of those services.
It’s a way to pay out less money. And because of that,
the commercial payers will follow suit.
Yet another indication of its permanence is the fact

that there is a financial incentive to use the codes – a
bonus of up to 1.5% of the doctor’s Medicare pay-
ments.
Medicare is fast moving from a passive payer to an

active shopper. It doesn’t want to pay more for high
quality; it wants to pay less for low quality – or for
lack of proof of quality.

the financial incentive
To encourage doctors to participate, Medicare is

paying doctors a year-end bonus as high as 1.5% of
their total Medicare payments for the year.
To get the bonus, a doctor must submit a sufficient

number of quality-coded claims and reach a certain per-
centage of accuracy on those claims.
As to the number of claims, that depends on how
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many of the quality measures apply to the doctor’s
practice.
If only one or two measures apply, the doctor has to

code the one or both of them. If three or more apply,
the doctor has to code at least three, though there’s
nothing wrong with coding more than that.
As to the accuracy rate, it is 80%. Either the one,

two, or three measures have to be 80% correct.
Thus, if the doctor is coding three or fewer mea-

sures, there’s no room for error. All of them have to
hit 80%. For that reason, if more than three measures
apply, it’s wise to code them all, or at least one more.
Then if one doesn’t reach the 80% accuracy mark,
another will.
Pay particular attention to the accurancy on the

measures the doctor codes most often. The bonus
amount goes higher the more often a measure is
reported. A doctor who reports on three little-used
measures won’t get much money no matter how accu-
rate the coding is. But report on a measure many
times, and the doctor gets closer and closer to the full
bonus amount.
It’s worth noting that accuracy means more than

just submitting the codes correctly. It means coding
all the claims where the measure applies. If a doctor
codes, say, hemoglobin in diabetic patients, Medicare
will go through all of that doctor’s claims and identify
the ones where that measure applies. If one of those
claims doesn’t carry quality codes, it will count
against the accuracy rate.
The same is true for quality coding errors. At this

point there is no penalty for mistakes. Claims that
have mistakes simply won’t get counted toward the
doctor’s accuracy rating.

no registration needed
A doctor can start quality coding at any time.
There’s no need to register or in any way notify

Medicare that the doctor plans to submit quality
(continues on the next

The Physician Quality Reporting Initiative
– a PQRI Primer –

Reader after reader calls MOM asking how to decipher and use the quality codes.
Much of the confusion arises not because the system is difficult to understand but because

Medicare’s information and directions are all inclusive and as a result wordy.
So MOM has brushed away all but the necessary words of explanation, and the result is this PQRI

Primer.
It’s everything an office needs to get started on and continue successfully with quality coding.
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codes. Just start using the codes on the claims and
Medicare will pick them up and start counting them.
A doctor who begins now is probably too late to

qualify for a year-end bonus, as there likely won’t be
enough claims to warrant it. Even so, it’s worth get-
ting into at this point because the doctor will be ready
to move when quality coding becomes mandatory.

here’s how it works
There are 134 quality measures, and each has specif-

ic quality codes that can be used with it.

The codes are the Category II codes, which are found
right after the Category I codes in the CPT code book.
The measures and the codes that apply to them can

be found at http://www.cms.hhs.gov/PQRI/. Click on
“Measures/Codes” at the left and then go down to
“Downloads.” There, look at two items.
The first is the 2008 PQRI Quality Measures List.

This is a brief list of all 134 quality measures. It
gives the title of each measure plus the description.
For example, the title of Measure #1 is “hemoglobin
A1c poor control in type 1 or 2 diabetes mellitus” and
the description is “percentage of patients aged 18
through 75 years with diabetes mellitus who had most
recent hemoglobin A1c greater than 9.0%.”
The second item is the 2008 PQRI Quality Measure

Specifications, and it is the complete information for
all the measures – title, description, when to use
them, and the codes and modifiers that apply. The doc-
ument is long – 336 pages – but it’s not daunting.
One question that invariably comes up here is why

some of the measures cover pregnancy and pediatric
disorders when those don’t apply to persons over age
65.
The answer is that Medicare covers both the aged

and the disabled, so younger patients who are perma-
nently disabled or who have end-stage renal disease can
qualify for it.

which measures apply?

Medicare determines success not by the office but
by the individual doctor. So the manager’s first job is
to find out which measures apply to each doctor’s
patients.
That will depend on the type of practice. A specialty

practice will have a limited number of measures that it
can report. On the other hand, a family practice that
treats a large number of Medicare patients will have
many.
Identify the measures by looking through either of

the two downloaded items above.
Or go to Appendix H in the back of the CPT code-

book.
There, all the measures are listed under their clinical

categories. (There are 24 clinical categories, and they
are listed at the left.) So if the office treats asthma, for
example, it can readily see from Appendix H that two
measures apply to asthma treatment – asthma assess-
ment (measure #64) and asthma pharmacologic therapy
(measure #53).
Then to find out how to code each of the measures,

look at the complete list, which is the Quality
Measure Specifications.

An easy list of measures
is in CPT’s Appendix H
Appendix H in the CPT codebook makes it easy

to see which quality measures fit the office’s
patients. It lists all the Category II codes by clini-
cal condition and in alphabetical order.
There are a total of 134 measures that can be

coded, and they fall into these 24 categories:
• asthma
• chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

(COPD)
• community-acquired bacterial pneumonia

(CAP)
• coronary artery bypass graft (CABG)
• coronary artery disease (CAD)
• diabetes
• emergency medicine
• end-stage renal disease (ESRD)
• eye care
• gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)
• geriatrics
• heart failure
• hypertension
• major depressive disorder (MDD)
• melanoma
• osteoarthritis (adult)
• osteoporosis
• pediatric acute gastroenteritis
• pediatric pharyngitis
• perioperative care 2
• prenatal postpartum care
• preventive care and screening
• stroke and stroke rehabilitation
• upper respiratory infection in children
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how to code the measures

Coding a measure is not difficult. Mostly, it’s a
matter of looking through the measure information on
the Quality Measure Specifications and picking out
five things. The rest of the information in the measure
is valuable for clinical purposes, but for submitting
the codes, these five things are all the office needs:
• The description. This tells what type of patients

the measure applies to.
• The instructions. These tell when to report the

measure.
• The numerator codes. These are the Category II

codes, or the F codes, to choose from.
• The modifiers. There are four of them, and they

can be added to the F codes. The measure may allow
one, some, all, or none of them.
• The denominator codes. These are the ICD-9-CM

and CPT codes that have to appear on the claim for the
F codes to apply.
So suppose the doctor is reporting on Measure #1

(hemoglobin A1c poor control in type 1 or 2 diabetes
mellitus). Here’s what is important:
• Description: percentage of patients age 18-75

with diabetes with most recent hemoglobin
A1c >9.0%

• Instructions: report it at least once in 12
months

• Numerator codes:
– 3046F (most recent hemoglobin A1c

level > 9.0% )
– or –

– 3044F (most recent hemoglobin A1c
(HbA1c) level < 7.0%)

– or –
– 3045F (most recent hemoglobin A1c

(HbA1c) level 7.0-9.0%)
• Modifier: 8P can be used with 3046F
• Denominator codes: an ICD-9-CM code for
diabetes mellitus (250.00-250.93) or for

diabetes mellitus in pregnancy (648.00-
648.04)

– plus –
one of these codes: E/M (99201-99205,
99211-99215, 99304-99310, 99324-99328,
99334-99337, 99341-99345, 99347-99350)
or nutrition therapy (97802-97804 and
G0270- G0271)

where to put codes on the claims

Obviously, each quality code matches up with an
ICD-9-CM code or a CPT code, and sometimes both.
But that doesn’t mean the quality code has to be listed
on the line next to the matching code. Medicare will
match them up no matter where they appear on the
claim.
However, the quality code does have to point to its

matching diagnosis code. Use the diagnosis pointer
field. Without a diagnosis pointer on the line item, the
claim won’t count toward the doctor’s accuracy rate.
In addition, the charge field can’t be left blank, so

for the quality codes, put in either a $0.00 charge or,
if the system won’t accept that, a $0.01 charge.
A final note here: The quality codes apply to both

primary and secondary diagnoses. So if a secondary
diagnosis makes a patient eligible for a measure, be
sure to code the measure. Otherwise, the claim will be
counted as inaccurate, and that will go against the doc-
tor’s accuracy rate.

how to use the modifiers

There are four modifiers that can be used on the F
codes, and all of them say the patient was eligible for
the service but didn’t receive it.
The modifiers are these:

1P – The service wasn’t done for a medical
reason. Maybe the service was already
performed. Or maybe it was not done
because the patient has a particularly allergy
or because there was a potential for an
adverse drug interaction. This modifier does
not specify what the actual reason was; it
just says there was one.

2P – The service wasn’t done because of a
patient reason. That means the patient
declined it because of some financial or
religious or social situation.

3P – The service wasn’t done because of a
system reason. Either the doctor doesn’t
have the resources to perform it or the
patient’s insurance doesn’t cover it.

8P – The service wasn’t done and there is no
reason specified. When this modifier is used,
the claim counts toward the 80% accuracy
rate but does not count toward the doctor’s
bonus amount.

Why code something that wasn’t done? Because it
shows the doctor considered doing whatever the quali-

(continues on the next page)
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ty measure required but opted against it for some valid
reason. That way, the doctor gets credit toward the
required 80% accuracy rate. Otherwise, Medicare would
look at the claim, see that it could have been quality
coded, and count it as a mistake.
1P, 2P, 3P, and 8P are the only modifiers that can

be used with the quality codes. If any other modifier is
added to a quality code, the claim will be rejected for
invalid modifier use.
Also, don’t use one of the quality modifiers unless

the description of the measure says it’s okay to use it.

a few dicey points here

Three areas of the instructions in the measures need
a bit of clarification.
The reporti ng timeframe. In each measures, the

instructions tell how often to report the service.
Many say to report it only once every 12 months.

That means the office only has to report the measure
once during 2008 even though the doctor may provide
the service several times during that period. However,
there is no penalty for submitting duplicate quality
codes, so if there’s any doubt that a measure has
already been reported for a patient, the office is safe
reporting it again.
Other measures have different reporting times. For

example, Measure #20 (timing of antibiotic prophy-
laxis) says to use the code with each surgery where
prophylactic antibiotics are indicated. Then it lists the
codes for all the surgeries where that applies.
Tes t resul ts . Some measures say to report the

most recent results of a test.
That doesn’t mean the test has to be done during

2008. It’s okay if it was done before then. All that’s
required is to give the most recent results.
In addition, the doctor who reports the test results

doesn’t have to be the doctor who performed it.
Prescribing medi cine for chroni c care. Some

measures call for prescribing medication for chronic
care. That doesn’t mean the doctor has to write a new
prescription each time. All that’s necessary is to code
whether the medication is or isn’t being taken.

a workable office precedure
As to how to get the codes on the claims, some

offices are having good luck using a brief coding form.
It lists the measures the office has chosen to code

and shows the clinical and coding requirements for
each.
It also shows when each measure has to be reported,

perhaps once every 12 months or with every surgery

where prophylactic antibiotics are indicated. List all
the measures on one page, or use a separate form for
each one.
The front desk attaches the form to all the Medicare

encounter forms, and as the doctor sees each patient,
the question is “does this patient fall into any of our
measures?” If so, the doctor marks off whatever infor-
mation is required.
The coding form stays with the encounter form all

the way through to billing.

now about that bonus
Here are some points about the bonus.

WHO CAN GET THE BONUS?
Who can qualify for a bonus?
Quality coding is open to any professional who

bills for Medicare services. Each one can submit quali-
ty codes and possibly get a bonus.
They are physicians, dentists, podiatrists, opto-

metrists, chiropractors, PAs, nurse practitioners, clini-
cal nurse specialists, CRNAs and anesthesiologist
assistants, certified nurse-midwives, clinical social
workers, clinical psychologists, registered dietitians,
nutrition professionals, physical therapists, occupa-
tional therapists, and speech-language pathologists.

ONE PATIENT, TWO DOCTORS
What happens if two doctors submit the same quali-

ty data for a single patient?
Both doctors will get full credit for their claims.
Quality coding is not a one-patient/one-doctor mat-

ter. However, Medicare does say that it is working to
figure out a way to eliminate the double reporting.

SORRY – NO ERASURES !
What if there is a mistake on a claim?
Too bad. A doctor has just one chance to get the

coding right, because Medicare only looks at the first
claim. It won’t count adjusted claims toward the bonus
calculation.
Also, a claim that should have been quality coded

but wasn’t counts against the office’s accuracy rate.
And there’s no going back and resubmitting it with
the quality codes. It’s a one-time opportunity.
For that reason, it’s a good idea to set up an inter-

nal audit system. Set out some time period such as
one month and identify all the patients seen during
that time who were eligible for the measures the office
is coding.
Then see how many were coded.
For example, suppose the office codes Measure #1,
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which covers diabetic patients with hemoglobin A1c
greater than 9%. The report should identify the
patients who fell into that category and show how
many of those were coded. If there were 50 patients
and 25 were coded, the accuracy rate is only 50%.

WHO GETS THE CHECK?
Who gets paid, the practice or the doctor?
It’s the doctor who qualifies for the bonus, not the

practice, and Medicare is using the NPIs to calculate
accuracy rates and bonus amounts.
For that reason, the doctor’s NPI has to appear in

the “rendering provider” field of the claim. If there is
no NPI in that field, the claim won’t count toward the
doctor’s bonus.
The confusing part is that Medicare won’t necessari-

ly send the bonus money to the doctor. It will make
the check out to whoever holds the Taxpayer Identifi-
cation Number, or TIN.
For a solo practitioner, that may not make any dif-

ference. But for a group, it does. The bonus check will
be made out to the group, and the group will then dis-
tribute it to the individual doctors. The group won’t
have to calculate which doctor gets what, though.
Medicare will tell the TIN holder how much is owing
to each NPI.
What if the group’s NPI is used on the claims?
In that situation, the doctor’s NPI has to be placed

on each line item, including all allowed-charge and
quality-data line items. Otherwise, the credit will go
to the group instead of to the doctor.
What if a doctor submits the claims under several

TINs?
Medicare will group the claims by TIN. As a result,

that doctor might qualify for a bonus under one TIN
but not another.

AN OUT-OF-HAND DEADLINE
What are the cut-off dates for submitting claims?
For the 2007 bonus, claims had to get to the

National Claims History file by February 29.
That doesn’t mean the office had until February 29

to submit the claims. Instead, the claims had to get
from the carrier to the Claims History file. So to a
certain extent, getting claims in under the wire has
been out of the office’s hands.

how to count the money
Each doctor can receive as much as 1.5% of his or

her allowed charges during the reporting period,
though there is a cap on the amount a doctor can get.
It’s not possible to predict the bonus amount with

any accuracy, because the calculation involves a
national average, and that number can’t be tallied until
all the claims are evaluated.
But the arithmetic goes like this:

the number of times the doctor codes
quality measures
– multiplied by –

3
– multiplied by –

the average national payment
for the quality measures
– all divided by –

the number of times the measures
get reported

So suppose Dr. A has $400,000 in allowed charges
during the reporting period. The highest possible
bonus is 1.5% of that, or $6,000
Suppose Dr. A codes quality measures on 500

claims. And during the reporting period 1 million
quality codes get submitted with total allowed charges
of $100 million. That makes the national average per
measure $100.
Thus, Dr. A’s cap is 550 x 3 x $100 = $150,000
The allowed bonus is $6,000, and as that’s less than

$150,000, the doctor could get the full $6,000.
There’s no cap on the amount.
Dr. A’s actual amount, however, involves one more

step – dividing the $150,000 by the number of claims
submitted, or 500. So though the bonus could go as
high as $6,000, it comes in at only $1,500. Had the
doctor submitted more quality-coded claims, it would
have been more.
Obviously, the more times a doctor reports quality

codes, the higher the bonus goes.

why do all this extra work?

While it’s true that offices just now beginning qual-
ity coding will likely not be able to submit enough
claims to qualify for a bonus, there’s good reason to
get started as soon as possible. There’s more than
money to gain.
Right now, the office has time to get used to report-

ing quality and time to set up an internal auditing sys-
tem to check its accuracy.
What’s more, it will get year-end feedback from

Medicare on where it is making errors.
Beginning now is a head start so the office will

have no learning curve – and no loss of reimbursement
– when quality coding becomes mandatory. �
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Burn codes depend on site,
degree, body percentage

BY THERESE M JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P
Each year 500,000 patients are treated for burns, and

40,000 require hospitalization.
Deaths number 4,000, with 3,500 from residential

fires and 500 from motor vehicle crashes, and 75% of
those occur at the scene of the incident.
Here’s how the coding goes.

the depth and extent of the burn
First are the diagnosis codes, and they are found in

ICD-9-CM’s categories 940 to 949. Those codes cover
burns from fire, steam, electricity, chemicals, lighten-
ing, and radiation but not friction burns or sunburns.
Friction burns are coded in the 910-919 categories, and
sunburns at 692.
There are also E codes that tell how the burn hap-

pened. For example, code E897 shows the burn was
caused by a trash fire. Those codes, however, are
optional.
Burns are classified by depth, or whether they are

first, second, or third degree, and also by the extent of
wound, or the percentage of the body that is affected.
As to depth, first degree is the least serious. There

only the outer layer of the skin is burned, and it is not
burned complete through. The results are redness, or
erytherma, along with swelling and pain.
A second degree burn goes through the first layer

and into the second. The skin becomes intensely red
and splotchy. Blisters develop, and there is severe
swelling and pain. The depth can be described further
as partial thickness, which is more of a superficial
wound, or as deep partial thickness, which approaches
the deeper third degree burn.
With a third degree burn, all the layers of the skin

are injured. The skin can be charred or very white, and
there is skin loss as well as loss of tissue under the
skin. The wound can go into the fat and even into the
bone, and at that point it is sometimes termed fourth
degree.
Third degree burns can be considered painless

because the nerves are damaged; however, there is
often a great deal of pain in treating them.
As to the extent of the burn, the rule of nines

applies. It gives an estimate of the amount of body
surface involved by dividing the body up as follows:

head and neck – 9%
each arm – 9%
each leg – 18%
anterior trunk – 18%
posterior trunk – 18%
genitalia – 1%

The percentages differ for infants and children,
because they have larger heads and smaller legs than
adults. There the head and neck account for 18% and
the legs for 14% each. The genitalia is not counted at
all.

four coding rules
Four coding rules to remember are these:
• If there are burns of different degrees and at differ-

ent sites, code the highest degree first. Thus, if the
patient has a third degree burn on the face and a second
degree burn on the arm, code the face burn first.
• If there are several burns of different degrees at the

same site, just code the highest degree. So if there are
two burns on the arm, one third degree and the other
second, code them only as a third degree burn.
• Code 949.x covers unspecified burns. This code is

rarely used, because the documentation is usually more
specific.
• While other types of wounds have fourth digits to

indicate complications such as infections, burns don’t.
Instead, they use the separate code 958.3, which cov-
ers posttraumatic wound infections, but not open
wounds.

first the site, then the degree
The diagnosis codes for burns (940 to 949) are

arranged by anatomical site and within the anatomical
site by degree.
For example, suppose the patient has a third degree

burn on the face.
The code is 941.30. The 941 tells it’s on the face,

head, or neck. The fourth digit 3 says it’s third degree.
And the fifth digit 0 tells the site. It says the burn is
on the face and head and that there is no other specifi-
cation given.
If the information goes further and says the burn is

on the forehead, the fifth digit would be 7. Or if the
burn affects the forehead and chin, the fifth digit would
be 9 (multiple sites of face, head, and neck).
What if there are two sites, maybe the face and

back? Then there would be two codes – 941.xx (face,
head, and neck) and 942.xx (trunk).
If there’s information on the extent of body surface

affected, another code in the 948 category gets added.
There, a fourth digit shows the percentage of the body

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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surface affected, and it applies no matter what degree
the burn is. A fifth digit then shows what percentage
of the body has suffered third degree burns.
People get confused with that. They tend to think

that the fifth digit shows the percentage of the burns
that are third degree. But that’s not right. It shows the
percentage of the body that has suffered third degree
burns.
So suppose the patient has burns on 30% of the

body and 10% of the body has third degree burns. The
code is 948.31. The fourth digit 3 says that from 30%
to 39% of the body is affected by burns in general, and
the fifth digit 1 says that from 10% to 19% of the
body is affected by third degree burns.
Or suppose the patient has burns on 30% of the

body and all of them are third degree. The code is
948.33, not 948.39, because again, it’s the percentage
of the body that’s 3rd degree, not the percentage of the
burns themselves.
For the fourth digit, it doesn’t matter that some

burns are first degree and others are second. The only
thing to worry about is the percentage of the body
affected overall. Then the fifth digit gives the percent-
age of the body affected by third degree burns.
The 948 codes can be used in addition to the site-

specific codes. And when the record shows the extent
of the burn but not the exact site, they can be used
alone, though that’s a rare situation.

six CPT codes
For burn treatment, the most frequently used CPT

codes are 16000 to 16036, which apply to burn
debridement. (Other types of debridement are coded at
11010 through 11044.)
Codes 16020, 16025, and 16030 show debridement

of small, medium, and large burns respectively. Small
is less than 5% of the body surface, medium is 5% to
10%, and large is more than one extremity or greater
than 10%.
The burn debridement codes are cumulative. So if

two extremities are involved, add them together. For
example, if the debridement involves an arm and a leg,
don’t use 16025 (one extremity) twice. Use just the
single code 16030 (more than one extremity).
The last two codes here are 16035 and 16036 for

escharotomy, which is an incision into the eschar, or
burn scab, to open up the wound and allow healing.
Code 16035 shows the initial incision, and 16036

is an add-on code for each additional incision.
If there are skin grafts and skin substitutes, go to

codes 15100-15650. Those codes apply to all types of
grafts, whether they are done for burns or not.
Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS , CCS-P, is

assistant professor of health information management
at the University of Illinois at Chicago and senior
consultant for MC Strategies in Atlanta.

�

The nightmare staffers
who cause big problems
yet don’t break any rules
A manager’s nightmare: the staffers who don’t bla-

tantly break the rules but who are irritating to the
point that they simply don’t fit into the office.
Three such people are the boss-o, the stewer, and

the griper.
It’s admittedly unpleasant to address what they’re

doing, because it’s difficult to pinpoint what they’re
doing wrong, says BILL CATLETTE of Contented
Cow Partners, a Jacksonville, FL, speaking and con-
sulting firm that helps companies become “employers
of choice.”
But it’s the manager’s job to address it quickly.

“Every minute people spend wondering why Staffer A
isn’t getting along with everybody else is a minute a
patient is being ignored.”
The job can be done “without being mean spirited,”

he says. Just be “completely honest.”

the busybody boss-o
First are the boss-os.
Those are the staffers who spend their time “con-

cerning themselves with what other people should be
doing” – whether peers or “people north and south on
the food chain.”
When somebody complains of having to put up

with that, his advice is to observe the behavior first-
hand. That makes it possible to say “I observed X” as
opposed to “some of the other staff have told me you
did Y.”
Then with ammunition in hand, talk with the

staffer.
However, he says, give the benefit of the doubt and

allow the staffer to save face. That person may not
realize the behavior is unacceptable or even irritating.
A good opener: “There are some things I’ve seen

here lately that I’m betting you aren’t seeing.”
Then give the examples. And if possible, make

them examples of how the behavior affected the man-
ager instead of another staffer, perhaps “last week you
came into my office telling me I should do X and Y.
You also told me I was doing Z wrong.”
Then put the shoe on the other foot: “how would

you feel if someone were doing that to you?” That
gets the staffer to “feel the pain” of what’s happening
and get “personally invested” in making a change.
Once the examples are laid out, the staffer can only

agree that the behavior is unacceptable.
Go immediately into solution mode: “I’m looking



for this behavior to change, so let’s spend some time
talking about what you’re going to do to change it.”
Then outline what the staffer is going to stop doing

and come up with new behaviors that are going to take
place. And to make sure there’s no misunderstanding,
have the staffer repeat what’s going to happen.
Agree to a second meeting to discuss the progress,

and if there’s no improvement by then, repeat the exer-
cise, though this time have the employee write down
what’s going to happen.
From there on out, it’s a discipline problem, with

firing an option.
A positive note: while many bossy people “think

they are better than they really are,” others are bossy
because they have talents that aren’t being realized. If
that’s the case, take advantage of it. Boss-o could have
“the horsepower” to take on more work or to act as a
leader in some situations.

the silent brooder
Next are the stewers.
Those aren’t the natural introverts, or the people

who simply don’t communicate as openly as others
do, Catlette says. Introverts don’t cause problems.
What warrants worry is the “silent sufferer” who

broods over things but doesn’t say anything about
them.
The silent stewing doesn’t mean there’s one less

person causing problems. To the contrary, it can do its
damage. It’s off-putting, because the manager never
knows what that person is up to or if there are prob-

lems that actually need to be addressed. In general, it
makes everybody uncomfortable.
One way to end the silent dissatisfactions is simply

to keep an ear to the ground. Talk periodically with
individual staffers and ask about their satisfaction:
“How are you doing? How is your job? Is your job
what we told you it would be? Are we helping you
learn and develop? What can I do to be of help to
you?”
And when there’s evidence of brooding, add “I’ve

noticed you’ve been really quiet lately. Is everything
okay?”
Then stop and wait for an answer.
But whatever the answer, treat the issue much the

same as the bossy employee is treated – with candor:
“You and I both know that you tend not to mention
problems. However, sometimes we pay a price for
that, because some folks are put off a bit by it. And
here’s an example . . .”
Tell how the silence kept a problem from being rec-

ognized, how it irritated another person, or how it
affected the work flow.
Follow with “Let’s see if we can strike some sort of

deal. Can I get you to be a little more open in your
dealings with Staffer A? She needs to know where you
are as far as your work is concerned.”
Then throw in a carrot: “If you can do this, it will

help you professionally.” And if there’s a bonus or
promotion attached to the potential professional gain,
mention that as well.
“It’s a negotiated change,” he says.

miserable and sniveling
Third are the gripers.
Those are the staffers who just like to complain.

They grouse about the minutiae that everybody else
lives with quite well. They are “the miserable, snivel-
ing employees who suck the oxygen out of the
office.” And, says Catlette, “they don’t need to be on
the payroll.”
Stop the complaining fast.
When that staffer walks in the door with yet another

complaint, be brutally candid: “You’ve come to me X
times now with complaints about your workload. I’ve
looked at it, and you are not being singled out for any
more work than anybody else does. It’s not going to
change. So the question is whether or not you want to
step up to the level of performance we expect.”
Stop right there and wait for a response. The silence

says “I’m listening. You can talk now.”
If the staffer fumbles for words, be even more frank:

“If the work is too much for you, that’s an okay
answer, and I will appreciate your being honest with
me.”
The only choices that staffer has now are to get on

board or admit the work is too much.
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